We are glad to hear of your interest in the Materials Science and Engineering (MSEG) program.

Admission requirements include the following:

- Completion of a Bachelor’s Degree from an accredited institution
- A cumulative GPA (Grade Point Average) of at least 3.2.
- A required minimum TOEFL score of 79 (IBT) with a minimum speaking of 18 or 550 for paper-based. All students whose first language is not English and who have not received a degree from a college or university in which English is the primary language of the country MUST TAKE the TOEFL test.
- An alternative to the TOEFL test is IELTS (International English Language Testing System). The minimum requirement is 6.5 for admissions with a minimum speaking score of 6.0.
- Additional items such as unofficial transcripts, CV, recommendation letters, and personal statement. The application link will describe what is needed for each item.
- GRE is not required; however, until it becomes official in September 2020 please email me to request a waiver.

To formally evaluate your prospects, we need to receive a completed application. The application deadline dates can be found here https://grad.udel.edu/apply/application-deadlines/ The number of offers extended depends on the number of open positions and availability of financial support. The application forms and electronic processing instructions can be found at http://www.udel.edu/gradoffice/apply/ You DO NOT need to mail in any information/papers at this time, you will upload them into your application while you are completing it. If you are admitted, you will be asked to send your “Official” transcripts at that time.